
 

QUIZ  BGW     
Verify your Knowledge, Experience and Judgmental Power! 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

The verse below has 19 letters, which are counted from the right and numbered as such. 

,vvM4vY{vj5Vvvr}2vLvAVvvN5vM@vj{vvvvr}2vvLvAvvvH5vL}@vLvAVvvM5vs{vB5v 

M4 Y{ j5 r}2v L A N5 M@v J{ r}2 Lv A H5 L}@v Lv A M5v s{v B5
19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

                   
 

During NAZRA Quran recitation, each Arabic letter behaves in one of the following 3 ways: 
 

B. During recitation it speaks singly, doesn’t start a pair and does not blend next letter.  
G. During recitation it starts a pair, speaks and also blends its sound with a next letter.  

. It is a silent letter.  It is written and shown, but it is not-spoken during recitation. 
And, all readers go through this exercise for over 323,000 letters, in one round of the Holy Quran. 
 
To solve QUIZ, focus on each letter, judge its right behavior and then write a B, G or W, in its cell. 
And more essential; Kindly note your time taken to make 19 entries. Enter time taken  =……………. 
Q. Would you like total freedom from this responsibility, for ever?      Yes / No. 

------------------------------------------------- 
 To see the right replies, visit Quiz Solution. 

------------------------------------------------- 
You may first solve Sheet 2 of the QUIZ. 

 
 



QUIZ  BGW     
Verify your Knowledge, Experience and Judgmental Power! 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

The verse below has 17 letters, which are counted from the right and numbered as such. 

t4j@L4c@}LAEL7M4q1v W1VVVAVW{N7M1vAV@v 

t4 j@ L4 c@} L A A W L7 M4 q1 W1 Av W{ N7 M1 AV@
17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

                 
 

During NAZRA Quran recitation, each Arabic letter behaves in one of the following 3 ways: 
 

B. During recitation it speaks singly, doesn’t start a pair and does not blend next letter.  
G. During recitation it starts a pair, speaks and also blends its sound with a next letter.  

. It is a silent letter.  It is written and shown, but it is not-spoken during recitation. 
And, all readers go through this exercise for over 323,000 letters, in one round of the Holy Quran. 
 
To solve QUIZ, focus on each letter, judge its right behavior and then write a B, G or W, in its cell. 
And more essential; Kindly note your time taken to make 17 entries. Enter time taken  =……………. 
Q. Would you like total freedom from this responsibility, for ever?      Yes / No. 

------------------------------------------------- 
 To see the right replies, visit Quiz Solution.  

------------------------------------------------- 
Thank You. 

 
 
 



 
 
 

QUIZ  SOLUTION     
Verify your Knowledge, Experience and Judgmental Power! 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

The verse below has 19 letters, which are counted from the right and numbered as such. 

,vM4vY{vj5Vvvr}2vLvAVvvN5vM@vj{vvvvr}2vvLvAvvvH5vL}@vLvAVvvM5vs{vB5v 

M4 Y{ j5 r}2v L A N5 M@v J{ r}2 Lv A H5 L}@v Lv A M5v s{v B5
19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

B B G B W W G B B G W W G B W W G B G 
 

During NAZRA Quran recitation, each Arabic letter behaves in one of the following 3 ways: 
 

B. During recitation it speaks singly, doesn’t start a pair and does not blend next letter.  
G. During recitation it starts a pair, speaks and also blends its sound with a next letter.  

. It is a silent letter.  It is written and shown, but it is not-spoken during recitation. 
And, all readers go through this exercise for over 323,000 letters, in one round of the Holy Quran. 
 

You must be well satisfied with your training, judgmental power, speed and fluency, pleasure and 
satisfaction.  But, everyone else is not as swift, exact and efficient, as you are.  

For this class of readers, teachers and learners, ERA Transliteration displays all letters in entire Holy 
Quran, in bold Black or Green colors and White (outlined, empty, colorless) format. Because of this service 
ERA Transliteration liberates all of them from an age old anxiety, responsibility, industry and exertion.  

------------------------------------------------- 
Please visit Sheet 2, as well. 



 
 

QUIZ  SOLUTION     
Verify your Knowledge, Experience and Judgmental Power! 

------------------------------------------------- 
 

The verse below has 17 letters, which are counted from the right and numbered as such. 

t4j@L4c@}LAEL7M4q1v W1VVVAVW{N7M1vAV@v 

t4 j@ L4 c@} L A A W L7 M4 q1 W1 Av W{ N7 M1 AV@
17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

B B B B W W W W G B B B W B G B B 
 

During NAZRA Quran recitation, each Arabic letter behaves in one of the following 3 ways: 
 

B. During recitation it speaks singly, doesn’t start a pair and does not blend next letter.  
G. During recitation it starts a pair, speaks and also blends its sound with a next letter.  

. It is a silent letter.  It is written and shown, but it is not-spoken during recitation. 
And, all readers go through this exercise for over 323,000 letters, in one round of the Holy Quran. 
 

You must be well satisfied with your training, judgmental power, speed and fluency, pleasure and 
satisfaction.  But, everyone else is not as swift, exact and efficient, as you are.  

For this class of readers, teachers and learners, ERA Transliteration displays all letters in entire Holy 
Quran, in bold Black or Green colors and White (outlined, empty, colorless) format. Because of this service 
ERA Transliteration liberates all of them from an age old anxiety, responsibility, industry and exertion.  

------------------------------------------------- 
Thank You. 

 


